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You already know a lot about theoretical computer science

My father has many lame jokes, as fathers do. But one day he came home with a story from work
that I thought was pretty funny although I am not sure if it is true. My father is an electrical engineer
working in chip verification: that is, he looks for bugs in computer chips. Nevermind the details. At
some kind of team meeting at his work, a co-worker proudly boasts that they can count the number
of remaining bugs on two hands – at most, 10. My dad shoots back:
“You mean, 1024?!”
I can just see my father’s grin. My dad might have been off by 1, but the point is clear: your ten
fingers make ten binary digits, i.e., bits. We usually count to ten by starting from two closed fists – 0
– and straightening one finger at a time until our hands our open and we’ve counted to 10. But there
are many more combinations of opened and closed fingers – 210 combinations, to be exact. You
could probably train yourself to use your fingers to count to 1023 (and make my father proud).
This is a trick that we all know very well. It is implicit every time we use decimal digits, instead
of “caveman” style tallies. Below are two different ways to express the number 23:
||||||||||||||||||||||||| = 23.
Clearly the right-hand side (RHS) is a much more efficient representation than the left-hand side
(LHS). The RHS leverages the mathematical fact that the number of strings of 𝑘 characters from
an alphabet of size 10 (namely, {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}) is 10 𝑘 . Duh. But the 𝑘 in the top-right
corner of “10 𝑘 ” is extremely important. It indicates an exponential growth in the number of possible
of combinations, as a function of the number of digits. We see such an exponential growth for any
alphabet size (e.g., bits {0, 1} has size 2) – except, of course, for alphabets of size 1.
Over/under. Consider the following simple game from my elementary school days called “overunder”. The teacher declares to the class that he or she has secretly picked a number between 1 and
100. The game then proceeds in rounds. Each round, a student from the class guesses a number
between 1 and 100. The teacher then replies that the guess is either equal, over, or under the secret
number. The game goes back and forth, with the students guessing a number and the teacher giving
the over/under, until the students guess the secret number. The goal of the students is to guess the
number in as few rounds as possible.
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Of course one can use at most 100 guess by looping through the numbers from 1 to 100;
eventually you will guess the number. But a classroom of rowdy children has no patience for
that. There is a better strategy that is pretty obvious, even to children. Guess 50. Not because 50
represents an average in the range, but because it is the median. The teacher replies either “over” or
“under”. In the first case, you have restricted the range of possibilities to the numbers 1 through 49.
In the second, the remaining range is 51 through 100. In either case, you have reduced the problem
from 1 of 100 possibilities, to 1 and 50. Next round, you should guess 25 or 75, and so forth.
How many rounds are required? If you keep picking the median of the remaining range, each
round reduces the number of possibilities by half. Thus the number of rounds is the number of
“halvings” required to reduce the number of possibilities from 100 to 1. There is a mathematical
term for this and it is called the logarithm base 2 of 100, denoted log2 (𝑥). For 𝑏 > 1, log𝑏 (𝑥) is the
function defined by
𝑏 log𝑏 (𝑥) = 𝑥.
That is, the number of times we multiply by 𝑏 (starting from 1) to get 𝑥. For us, we have
log2 (100) = 6.643856...
This implies that 6 rounds are enough. 1 The real point is that by repeatedly dividing the space in
half, we only need log(𝑛) guesses instead of 𝑛, to find a number. This is our first algorithm; it is
called binary search. Note that this algorithm isn’t “guessing” the secret number; it’s deducing it.
We have now introduced two mathematical functions that we have all implicitly understood since
early childhood: the exponential function, 2𝑥 , and the logarithm, log2 (𝑥). The former represents
combinatorial explosion; the latter represents the awesome efficiency of binary search. Algorithm
design is basically about appreciating and exploiting the difference between these two functions. As
simple as that may sound, it is a concept that we do not totally understand.
There is a world of difference between the exponential function and the logarithm. In fact “a
world” may be understating it. Consider the number of atoms in the universe. This is called the
Eddington number. The current estimate on the Eddington number is about 1080 - I won’t both
writing it out in full. Now, the logarithm base 2 of the Eddington number is


80
log2 10
= 80 log2 (10) ≈ 265.75.
265.75 is a large number but not astronomical. (You can even count it on two hands!) Now suppose
we take the logarithm again. We have
log2 log2 (# atoms in the universe) ≈ log2 (265.75) ≈ 8.
8! Just 8! You could have finger-counted to eight even before this discussion.
So the logarithm rapidly takes astronomical numbers to very modest ones. 265.75 seems small
given the scale of the universe. You could play the over/under game for a secret number between
1Why 6 instead of 7? Certainly 7 rounds are enough. But also we can see that 6 rounds are enough to reduce to
(strictly) less than 2 choices (because log2 (50) = log2 (100) − 1 < 6) - but the only integer less than 2 is 1! So 6 actually
suffices. We should mention that normally we don’t care the difference of one more step when talking about computer
algorithms – what’s one more step for a computer?
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1 and the Eddington number, and in a medium (if boring) amount of time, win! In many ways,
binary search is an ideal algorithm. We will encounter many problems that we wish were as easy as
over/under. Now, the logarithm base 2 of the Eddington number is


log2 1080 = 80 log2 (10) ≈ 265.75.
265.75 is a large number but not astronomical. (You can even count it on two hands!) Now suppose
we take the logarithm again. We have
log2 log2 (# atoms in the universe) ≈ log2 (265.75) ≈ 8.
8! Just 8! You could have finger-counted to eight even before this discussion.
So the logarithm rapidly takes literally astronomical numbers to very modest one. 265.75 seems
small given the scale of the universe. You could play the over/under game for a secret number
between 1 and the Eddington number, and in a medium (if boring) amount of time, win! In many
ways, binary search is an ideal algorithm. We will encounter many problems that we wish were as
easy as over/under.
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Sorting

This brings us to the topic of sorting. Sorting is maybe the most useful thing a computer
can do.

Once 𝑛 items are put in sorted order, we can locate any one of them in 𝑂 log 𝑛 time by binary
search (i.e., the over-under game).

2.1

Human-sort

How do we (as humans) sort? Take for example the following 10 numbers, in arbitrary order.
47, 7, 82, 31, 87, 63, 19, 94, 86, 43
Suppose we want to sort these numbers in increasing order. The most natural way to go about this
is to build out the sorted list from beginning to end, one at a time. First, we need to find the first
number. Scanning the above, we see that it is 7. We write down 7, and mark it in the list to remind
ourselves that we’ve already placed it in our list. Below we start our list on the left and keep track of
the marks on the right.
7
47, 7A , 82, 31, 87, 63, 19, 94, 86, 43
The next step, naturally, is to find the second smallest number. We scan our list looking for the
smallest number not yet crossed off: 19.
7, 19
 94, 86, 43
47, 7A , 82, 31, 87, 63, Z
19,

Z

We continue in this fashion, identifying the third number, then the fourth, then the fifth... Eventually,
we will finish the list. The last few lines of our transcript would be as follows.
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So that’s how we naturally tend to sort. Let’s call this algorithm “human-sort”2. It is intuitive and
simple. But is it a good algorithm? This question hardly matters for sorting ten numbers. But the
point of computers is that they can be automated on huge inputs. When analyzing the running time,
we want to understand how the algorithm scales with the input size. So we treat the input size as a
variable. Let 𝑛 denote the number of numbers in the input. (Above, 𝑛 = 10.) How long does the
algorithm take, as a function of 𝑛?
Our algorithm human-sort has 𝑛 iterations, where in the 𝑖th iteration (out of 𝑛), it identifies the
𝑖th largest number in increasing order. To identify this number, it scans the entire list of 𝑛 numbers,
having to do a few elementary operations (like checking for a mark, or comparing to the smallest
number found so far). So the running time is roughly
(𝑛 iterations) × (scanning 𝑛 items) ≈ 𝑛2 operations over all.
Is it exactly 𝑛2 operations? The question is not well-posed, because we did not formally define what
an “operation” is. But we clearly understand that as we scan the list, we need a constant amount
of time to process each item. Maybe it is 1 operation, or maybe it is 10, or maybe it is 100. We
won’t worry about the exact count, in part because an exact accounting depends on the language and
the hardware (which is always improving), and because this level of detail does not really inform
high-level algorithm design. As far we are concerned, there is some constant 𝐶 > 0, independent
of 𝑛, such that human-sort takes at most 𝐶𝑛2 steps / units of time, at least for 𝑛 sufficiently large.
The point is not on 𝐶, but rather on the polynomial 𝑛2 . This emphasis is codified in a notation
called “big-𝑂”. For a function 𝑓 : ℕ → ℕ, we say that an algorithm takes 𝑂 ( 𝑓 (𝑛)) time if there
are constants 𝐶 > 0 and 𝑁 > 0 such that for all inputs of size 𝑛 ≥ 𝑁, the algorithm takes at most
𝐶 𝑓 (𝑛) “steps”. Again we won’t specify exactly what a step is. You and I can both generally agree on
what is and isn’t a single step; where there’s disagreement, it will only affect the constant 𝐶. Thus
we can generally agree on a 𝑂 ( 𝑓 (𝑛)) running time without worrying about what language we’re
programming in or what computer we’re running it on. In big-𝑂 notation, human-sort takes 𝑂 𝑛2
time. The hidden constant 𝐶 may depend on low-level details, but we all agree that asymptotically
the algorithm grows like 𝑛2 . We call this a quadratic running time, since 𝑛2 is a quadratic function
of 𝑛.

2.2

Checking a sort


Can we do better? That is, can we sort numbers faster than 𝑂 𝑛2 time? This is always the question
in algorithm design. Let us remind
ourselves that many of us have used human-sort all our lives
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without questioning it. 𝑂 𝑛 is a natural running time, since it is the time required to compare all
pairs of numbers. So when we are asking for a faster algorithm, we are really asking if it is possible
to sort all numbers without directly comparing every pair of numbers.
2This algorithm is more commonly insertion-sort.
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Let us ask a related question from a different direction: verification. Given a list of 𝑛 numbers,
how long does it take to verify that it is sorted? (We pause to let the reader consider this).
A list of numbers of 𝑛 numbers 𝑥1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 is sorted in increasing order if and only if 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑥𝑖+1 for
every index 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 − 1. To verify a list is sorted, we only need to compare every consecutive
pair of numbers, 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖+1 , and certify that 𝑥𝑖 < 𝑥𝑖+1 . So the answer
 is linear time: 𝑂 (𝑛).
2
So now we have a gap. We can sort with human-sort in 𝑂 𝑛 time. We can verify if numbers
are sorted in 𝑂 (𝑛) time. Can we sort as fast we can verify a list is sorted?
As one more baby step before unveiling our next algorithm, consider the following special case
of sorting. Suppose our list of 𝑛 numbers is almost sorted in the following sense. Assume 𝑛 is
even (for simplicity), and suppose the first half and second half of the list are both sorted amongst
themselves. That is, out of 𝑛 numbers 𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 , we are promised that
𝑥 1 < 𝑥2 < · · · < 𝑥 𝑛/2 and that 𝑥 𝑛/2+1 < 𝑥 𝑛/2+2 < · · · < 𝑥 𝑛 .
We are not promised that 𝑥𝑖 < 𝑥 𝑗 when 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛/2 < 𝑗. Given a “half”-sorted list in the above sense,
how long does it take to produce a fully sorted list? Again we pause and encourage the reader to
solve this.

2.3

Merge-sort

The reader might have realized the following procedure to combine the two sorted lists into a single
sorted list. Let us build the output list one by one, starting from the beginning. What is the smallest
number in our two lists? We know automatically that it is the first number in one of the two sublists,
so we only have to check these two numbers to identify it. This is in stark contrast to human-sort,
where we had to scan all of the items to find the first item. Next, we need the second smallest
number. Depending on whether the smallest number came from the first or second list, the second
smallest number overall will be either the first number in one list or the second number in the other.
To expedite this process, we can keep track of how many numbers we have taken from the top of
each list. Then in each step we only need to check the two tops of the remaining parts of the lists for
the next smallest number. Continuing in this fashion, we will eventually “zip up” the two sorted lists
into a single, globally sorted list. We needed a constant amount of time (to compare two numbers)
to produce each number in the output, so the overall running time on 𝑛 numbers is 𝑂 (𝑛).
The above process is commonly called merging, and gives rise to a sorting algorithm called
merge-sort. At a high-level, merge-sort is very simple: given a list of unsorted numbers, divide
the list into two halves. Sort the first half and sort the second half separately to produce two sorted
lists, each containing half the numbers. Then merge them together to produce one sorted lists. How
do we sort the two halves? By recursion: we call merge-sort on each of the two sublists.
Pseudocode for merge-sort is given in Figure 1. The task is now to analyze the algorithm. A
full analysis of merge-sort should address two aspects.
1. Correctness: prove that merge-sort indeed returns a sorted list.
2. Running time: identify a function 𝑓 (𝑛), as small as possible, for which we can show that
merge-sort takes 𝑂 ( 𝑓 (𝑛)) time on an input of 𝑛 numbers.
We first prove the correctness – that merge-sort indeed sorts its input correctly. We prove
this by induction on the number of numbers in the input, 𝑛. In the base case, 𝑛 ≤ 1, the input is
5

merge-sort( 𝐴[1..𝑛] )
/* In the base case, the list is so short there is nothing to do.

*/

1. If 𝑛 ≤ 1 then return 𝐴.
/* In the general case, we divide the input and half and recursively sort each half.
2. Let 𝑚 =

j𝑛k

*/

.

2
3. 𝐵1 [1..𝑚] ← merge-sort( 𝐴[1..𝑚] )
4. 𝐵2 [1..𝑛 − 𝑚] ← merge-sort( 𝐴[𝑚 + 1..𝑛] )
/* Now we merge the two sorted halves in linear time.
5. Allocate a new array 𝐶 [1..𝑛] , let 𝑖 = 1, and let 𝑗 = 1.
6. While 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 and 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛 − 𝑚
A. if 𝐵1 [𝑖] ≤ 𝐵2 [ 𝑗]
1. 𝐶 [𝑖 + 𝑗 − 1] ← 𝐵1 [𝑖] and 𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1
B. else
1. 𝐶 [𝑖 + 𝑗 − 1] ← 𝐵2 [ 𝑗] and 𝑗 ← 𝑗 + 1
7. while 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚
A. 𝐶 [𝑖 + 𝑗 − 1] ← 𝐵1 [𝑖] and 𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1
8. while 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚
A. 𝐶 [𝑖 + 𝑗 − 1] ← 𝐵2 [ 𝑗] and 𝑗 ← 𝑗 + 1
9. return 𝐶

Figure 1: The merge-sort algorithm.
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*/

automatically sorted, and the algorithm simply returns it. In the general case 𝑛 > 1, we assume by
induction on 𝑛 that for all 𝑘 < 𝑛, merge-sort correctly sorts any input of size 𝑘. For 𝑛 ≥ 2, the
algorithm splits the input into two lists of size b𝑛/2c and d𝑛/2e and recursively calls merge-sort
on these inputs. Note that b𝑛/2c and d𝑛/2e are both strictly less than 𝑛 (because 𝑛 ≥ 2), so by
induction, both of these recursive calls will correctly sort half of the input. The algorithm then
combines the two sorted sublists by merging. We have already discussed the correctness of merging
above. Thus merge-sort correctly outputs the 𝑛 numbers in sorted order.
Having proven the algorithm is correct, it remains to analyze the running time. The first step is
to model it, mathematically. Let 𝑇 (𝑛) be the amount of time taken by merge-sort on an input of
size 𝑛. We can define 𝑇 (𝑛) recursively as follows.
𝑇 (0) = 𝑇 (1) ≤ 𝐶
𝑇 (𝑛) ≤ 𝑇 (d𝑛/2e) + 𝑇 (b𝑛/2c) + 𝐶𝑛.
for some constant 𝐶 > 0. Let us point out that when 𝑛 is even, the second line above simplifies to
the cleaner form
𝑇 (𝑛) ≤ 2𝑇 (𝑛/2) + 𝐶𝑛.
Morally, when doing an asymptotic analysis in 𝑛, we shouldn’t fret over ±1 associated with
rounding 𝑛/2 up and down. Let us assume for the moment that the second recursion (where
𝑇 (𝑛) ≤ 2𝑇 (𝑛/2) + 𝐶𝑛) is simply a valid recursion for 𝑇 (𝑛). We will justify this later. Alternatively,
the reader can assume that 𝑛 is a power of two, where the math is automatically cleaner. This
assumption will also lead to a formally justified analysis for all 𝑛.

2.4

Recursion trees

To analyze merge-sort, and in particular the recursion
𝑇 (0) = 𝑇 (1) ≤ 𝐶
𝑇 (𝑛) = 2𝑇 (𝑛/2) + 𝐶𝑛
for some absolute constant 𝐶 > 0, let us briefly describe a useful tool called recursion trees.
Recursion trees help us visualize the recursive subproblems in a tree-like structure. The idea is to
create a tree where each node corresponds to a subproblem. One node is a child of another if the
first node is a subproblem of the second. For example, the root of our tree corresponds to our initial
call to merge-sort( 𝐴[1..𝑛] ). The root will have
to the subproblems
 two children, corresponding
𝑛
𝑛
for the recursive calls to merge-sort( 𝐴[1.. 2 ] ) and merge-sort( 𝐴[ 2 + 1..𝑛] ). When doing an
analysis like this, I will literally draw the first few layers of the tree. I annotate each node with the
size of the input, as well as the amount of time spent on each subproblem, excluding recursive calls.
(E.g., the root will be labeled with size 𝑛 and work 𝐶𝑛.)
Having visualized the computation in this tree, we will calculate the overall running as follows.
For 𝑖 ∈ ℤ≥0 , let the 𝒊th level of the tree refer to the subproblems that are 𝑖 generations away from
the root. In our case, the root is the only node in level 0, its two children form level 1, its four
grandchildren form level 2, and so forth. To upper bound the total computation, we divide it up into
levels. We first upper bound the total amount of work at each level 𝑖, excluding recursively calls
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Figure 2: A quick sketch of a recursion tree analysis for merge-sort.
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(which are accounted for in higher levels). Then we upper bound the number of levels. The overall
running time is then bounded above by the product of the work-per-level and the total number of
levels.
Fix a level 𝑖. Let us label each subproblem with the size of the subproblem, and then the running
time spent on that subproblem. In the 𝑖th level, we have 2𝑖 subproblems whose total sizes added up
to 𝑛. The total time spent on each subproblem, excluding recursive calls, is linear in the input size.
Thus we spend 𝑂 (𝑛) time on subproblems in level 𝑖, excluding calls for recursive calls.
Next we identify the number of levels. Each level, the problem sizes divide by 2. Consequently,
the leaves – corresponding
to problems of size 1 – are at level (at most) 𝑂 log 𝑛 , and the tree has

height 𝑂 log 𝑛 in all.
Now we combine everything together to get the overall running time. We have



𝑂 log 𝑛 levels × (𝑂 (𝑛) time per level) = 𝑂 𝑛 log 𝑛 total time.


𝑂 𝑛 log 𝑛 is a sizeable improvement over the 𝑂 𝑛2 time required by human-sort.

2.5

On the rounding error

We simplified our discussion by assuming the running time could be modeled by the recursion
𝑇 (𝑛) ≤ 2𝑇 (𝑛/2) + 𝐶𝑛,
for an absolute constant. This can be justified by the following trick. Let us redefine 𝑇 (𝑛) as the
maximum amount of time taken by merge-sort on any input of size less than or equal to 𝑛. Note
that by definition 𝑇 (𝑛) is increasing3. Then we analyze 𝑇 (𝑛) for the special case where 𝑛 is a power
of two, for which the simpler recursion is correct. Now consider any other value 𝑛 that is not a
power of two. Then the value 𝑛0 = 2 dlog2 𝑛e is a power of 2, and 𝑛 ≤ 𝑛0 < 2𝑛. We can use 𝑇 (𝑛0)
to upper bound 𝑇 (𝑛). Since 𝑛0 is within a constant factor of 𝑛, 𝑇 (𝑛0) is within a constant factor of
𝑇 (𝑛), and lazily upperbounding by 𝑇 (𝑛0) is not so bad.
Alternatively, we can first write
𝑇 (𝑛) ≤ 2𝑇 (𝑛/2 + 1) + 𝐶𝑛.
Then we can define 𝑈 (𝑛) = 𝑇 (𝑛 + 2). Then we have
𝑈 (𝑛) = 𝑇 (𝑛 + 2)
≤ 𝑇 (b(𝑛 + 2)/2c) + 𝑇 (d(𝑛 + 2)/2e) + 𝐶 (𝑛 + 2)
≤ 2𝑇 (𝑛/2 + 2) + 𝐶 (𝑛 + 2)
= 2𝑈 (𝑛/2) + 𝐶 0𝑛
for 𝐶 0 = (𝐶 + 2). So we could apply our cleaner analysis directly to 𝑈 (𝑛) instead of 𝑇 (𝑛), which in
turn bounds 𝑇 (𝑛).
3Of course this seems true already just based on the merge-sort code, but it seems annoying to prove this formally.
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2.6

Guess and check.


The recursion tree makes it easy to (literally) see the 𝑂 𝑛 log 𝑛 running time. Alternatively, if we
could have guess that the running time was 𝑂 𝑛 log 𝑛 , and then verified that it satisfies the recursion
by induction.

3

A different kind of search problem

So much for sorting. Let us now introduce another problem that is also extremely simple and
fundamental to computers: Boolean satisfiability.
A Boolean variable 𝑥 is one where one can take only one of two values, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 and false. In
computers, the Boolean values are represnted by a single bit, with true = 1 and false = 0. We
adopt the convention here as well. In Boolean algebra, we have three basic operations.
1. Negation, a unary operator denoted ¬𝑥. ¬ maps true to false and false to true. We
sometimes abbreviate ¬𝑥.
2. A disjunction, also called an or, is a binary operator denoted 𝑥 ∨ 𝑦 for two variables 𝑥 and 𝑦.
We have 𝑥 ∨ 𝑦 = true if either 𝑥 or 𝑦 is true. If both 𝑥 and 𝑦 are false, then 𝑥 ∨ 𝑦 = false.
3. A conjunction, or also called an and, is a binary operator denoted 𝑥 ∧ 𝑦. We have 𝑥 ∧ 𝑦 = true
if and only if both 𝑥 and 𝑦 are true; otherwise, 𝑥 ∧ 𝑦 = false.
These operations can be combined, using parenthesize to notate the order of operations. For example,
the formula
𝑓 (𝑥 1 , 𝑥2 ) = (𝑥 1 ∧ 𝑥¯ 2 ) ∨ ( 𝑥¯ 1 ∧ 𝑥 2 )
implements what is commonly called the “exclusive-or” of 𝑥 1 and 𝑥2 .
Observe that for any 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ {0, 1},
(𝑥 ∨ 𝑦) ∨ 𝑧 = 𝑥 ∨ (𝑦 ∨ 𝑧);
that is, the placement of parentheses does not matter. This is called the associative property, and
for this reason we simply denote the above as
𝑥 ∨ 𝑦 ∨ 𝑧.
Conjunction ∧ is also associative. However, mixing ∧ and ∨ is not associative: in general,
(𝑥 ∨ 𝑦) ∧ 𝑧 ≠ 𝑥 ∨ (𝑦 ∧ 𝑧).
Instead we have the following rules, called the distributive property of ∨ and ∧.
𝑥 ∨ (𝑦 ∧ 𝑧) = (𝑥 ∨ 𝑦) ∧ (𝑥 ∨ 𝑧),
(𝑥 ∨ 𝑦) ∧ 𝑧 = (𝑥 ∧ 𝑧) ∨ (𝑦 ∧ 𝑧).
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¬ interacts with ∧ and ∨ by the following identity, called De Morgan’s laws.
¬(𝑥 ∧ 𝑦) = 𝑥¯ ∨ 𝑦¯ ,
¬(𝑥 ∨ 𝑦) = 𝑥¯ ∧ 𝑦¯ .
We leave it to the reader to verify these identities.
Boolean formulas can have nested parantheses. The part of a formula corresponding to one pair
of matching parentheses is called a clause. We can visualize Boolean formulas (and the nested
parentheses) in a tree. The following is a tree for exclusive-or.
_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

^

^

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x1

<latexit sha1_base64="G3UE3jU0vQxzrEG7O5QS8ptWRDU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

x̄ 2

<latexit sha1_base64="SZZfVt9LzfQSVMritxmixxhSVys=">AAADG3icbVLLbtQwFPWER0t4tbBkYzEqYhGNkgpUNkgVbGBXRKcdNBONrh1nao0fwXamGUXzFWzp17BDbFnwLyxw0kiQlivZOrrnvs7VJYXg1sXxr0Fw4+at21vbd8K79+4/eLiz++jE6tJQNqZaaDMhYJngio0dd4JNCsNAEsFOyfJtw5+umLFcq2O3LlgqYaF4zik47/o0I2DqajNP5jvDeBS3hq+DpAND1NnRfHfwe5ZpWkqmHBVg7TTZL1xag3GcCrYJZ6VlBdAlLNjUQwWS2bRuJ97gPe/JcK6Nf8rh1vtvRg3S2rUkPlKCO7NXucb5P25auvxVWnNVlI4petkoLwV2GjfyccYNo06sPQBquJ8V0zMwQJ1fUhj2avk8kdaOVY5qWWz2eqS2eWTLwkt6A3bJzApEVvl+2BOtsCYvwko73EzZE0CBcNXEWlAWW2Z43qu9AvO5jPwvGilUK6sFOOhntHrOvQTW29yU/B0nInyR+dOQNlr5aoSktWLnruq2hwnBudESfzx+P+nVoCBeE61Vpiud1k04iLzt32DPhv5ekqvXcR2c7I+Sl6P4w4vh4bPucrbRE/QUPUcJOkCH6B06QmNEkURf0Fd0EVwE34LvwY/L0GDQ5TxGPQt+/gGmDgHE</latexit>

x̄ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x2

As a perhaps more interesting example, the formula
𝑓 (𝑥 1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 ) = (𝑥 1 ∧ 𝑥2 ∧ 𝑥 3 ∧ 𝑥¯ 4 )
∨ (¬(𝑥1 ∧ 𝑥 2 ) ∧ ((𝑥 1 ∨ 𝑥 2 ) ∧ 𝑥 4 ) ∨ (¬(𝑥1 ∨ 𝑥 2 ) ∧ 𝑥¯ 4 ))
effectively implements addition of two bits: it is satisfied iff 𝑥1 + 𝑥 2 = 𝑥3 𝑥 4 , where 𝑥 3 𝑥4 is interpreted
as a two-digit binary number. The corresponding tree is as follows.
_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

^

^

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

¬

_

^

^

<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">AAADF3icbVJLb9QwEPaGVwmvFo5cLFZFHKJVUhXBBamCC9yK6LYr7UbV2JlsrXXsYDvbXUX7G7jSX8MNceXIf+GAk0aCtIxk69N88/pGw0oprIvjX4Pgxs1bt+9s3Q3v3X/w8NH2zuNjqyvDccy11GbCwKIUCsdOOImT0iAUTOIJW7xr+JMlGiu0OnLrEtMC5krkgoPzrvFMKu1Ot4fxKG6NXgdJB4aks8PTncHvWaZ5VaByXIK102SvdGkNxgkucRPOKosl8AXMceqhggJtWrfTbuiu92Q018Y/5Wjr/TejhsLadcF8ZAHuzF7lGuf/uGnl8tdpLVRZOVT8slFeSeo0baTTTBjkTq49AG6En5XyMzDAnV9QGPZq+TyZ1g5Xjuui3Oz2SG3zyFall/QW7ALNEmS28v2oJ1phTV5E/WppM2VPAAcmVBNrQVlq0Yi8V3sJ5nMV+V82UrhWVktw0M9o9Zx7Cdjb3JT9HSdiYp75syhstPTVGEtrhedu1W2PMkZzowv66ejDpFeDg3zDtFaZXum0bsJB5m3/Bns29PeSXL2O6+B4b5S8HMUf94cHz7vL2SJPyTPygiTkFTkg78khGRNOBPlCvpKL4CL4FnwPflyGBoMu5wnpWfDzDxGmACQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x1

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x2

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x1

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x2

<latexit sha1_base64="8Ae3Vv5papIsE+ad91YrjCeBNpg=">AAADFXicbVLLbtQwFPWER0t4tbBkYzEqYhGNkhZUNkgVbGBX1E470jQaXTvO1Bo/gu1MM4rmE9jSr2GH2LLmX1jgpJEgLVeydXTPfZ2rSwrBrYvjX4Pg1u07dzc274X3Hzx89Hhr+8mJ1aWhbEy10GZCwDLBFRs77gSbFIaBJIKdksX7hj9dMmO5VsduVbBUwlzxnFNw3nVUzfZmW8N4FLeGb4KkA0PU2eFse/D7LNO0lEw5KsDaabJbuLQG4zgVbB2elZYVQBcwZ1MPFUhm07qddY13vCfDuTb+KYdb778ZNUhrV5L4SAnu3F7nGuf/uGnp8jdpzVVROqboVaO8FNhp3AjHGTeMOrHyAKjhflZMz8EAdX49Ydir5fNEWjtWOaplsd7pkdrmkS0LL+kd2AUzSxBZ5fthT7TCmrwIK+1wM2VPAAXCVRNrQVlsmeF5r/YSzOcy8r9opFCtrBbgoJ/R6rnwElhvc1Pyd5yI8Hnmj0LaaOmrEZLWil24qtseJgTnRkt8dPxx0qtBQbwlWqtMVzqtm3AQedu/wZ4N/b0k16/jJjjZHSWvR/GnV8ODF93lbKJn6Dl6iRK0jw7QB3SIxoiiOfqCvqLL4DL4FnwPflyFBoMu5ynqWfDzD+tR/vI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">AAADFXicbVJLb9QwEPaGVwmvFo5cLFZFHKLVpgLBBamCC9yK2m1X2karseNsrXXsYE+2WUX7E7jSX8MNceXMf+GAk0aCtIxk69N88/pGwwolHY7HvwbBjZu3bt/Zuhveu//g4aPtncfHzpSWiwk3ytgpAyeU1GKCEpWYFlZAzpQ4Ycv3DX+yEtZJo49wXYgkh4WWmeSA3nVYzeP59nA8GrdGr4O4A0PS2cF8Z/D7NDW8zIVGrsC5WbxXYFKDRcmV2ISnpRMF8CUsxMxDDblwSd3OuqG73pPSzFj/NNLW+29GDblz65z5yBzwzF3lGuf/uFmJ2ZuklrooUWh+2SgrFUVDG+E0lVZwVGsPgFvpZ6X8DCxw9OsJw14tn6eSGkWF3OTFZrdHGpdFriy8pHfglsKuQKWV70c90Qpr8iKqDdJmyp4ADkzqJtaBdtQJK7Ne7RXYz2Xkf9VI4UY7owChn9HqOfcSRG9zM/Z3nIjJReqPInfRyldjLKm1OMeq2x5ljGbW5PTw6OO0V4ODesuM0ampTFI34aCytn+DPRv6e4mvXsd1cLw3il+Nxp9eDvefd5ezRZ6SZ+QFiclrsk8+kAMyIZwsyBfylVwEF8G34Hvw4zI0GHQ5T0jPgp9/AOXz/vA=</latexit>

x̄ 4

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

x4
x1

<latexit sha1_base64="Cdr5ZwoI1miOyNelkyl8L95BdOE=">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</latexit>

^

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">AAADF3icbVJLb9QwEPaGVwmvFo5cLFZFHKJVUhXBBamCC9yK6LYr7UbV2HG21jp2sCfbXUX7G7jSX8MNceXIf+GAk0aCtIxk69N88/pGw0olHcbxr0Fw4+at23e27ob37j94+Gh75/GxM5XlYsyNMnbCwAkltRijRCUmpRVQMCVO2OJdw58shXXS6CNclyItYK5lLjmgd41nCnR2uj2MR3Fr9DpIOjAknR2e7gx+zzLDq0Jo5AqcmyZ7JaY1WJRciU04q5wogS9gLqYeaiiES+t22g3d9Z6M5sb6p5G23n8zaiicWxfMRxaAZ+4q1zj/x00rzF+ntdRlhULzy0Z5pSga2kinmbSCo1p7ANxKPyvlZ2CBo19QGPZq+TyV1ihWyE1RbnZ7pHF55KrSS3oLbiHsElS28v2oJ1phTV5EtUHaTNkTwIFJ3cQ60I46YWXeq70E+7mK/K8aKdxoZxQg9DNaPedeguhtbsr+jhMxOc/8WRQuWvpqjKW1Fue46rZHGaO5NQX9dPRh0qvBQb1hxujMrExaN+Gg8rZ/gz0b+ntJrl7HdXC8N0pejuKP+8OD593lbJGn5Bl5QRLyihyQ9+SQjAknknwhX8lFcBF8C74HPy5Dg0GX84T0LPj5B8D6AAY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="U1Rwq+JjiJa6lpbzVTXVsuF4sf4=">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</latexit>

x3

¬

_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Cdr5ZwoI1miOyNelkyl8L95BdOE=">AAADG3icbVLLbtQwFPWEVwmPtrBkYzEqYhGNkqoINkgVbGBXRKcdNBONrh1nao0fwXamGUXzFWzp17BDbFnwLyxw0kiQlivZOrrnvs7VJYXg1sXxr0Fw4+at23e27ob37j94uL2z++jE6tJQNqZaaDMhYJngio0dd4JNCsNAEsFOyfJtw5+umLFcq2O3LlgqYaF4zik47/o0I2DqajM/mO8M41HcGr4Okg4MUWdH893B71mmaSmZclSAtdNkv3BpDcZxKtgmnJWWFUCXsGBTDxVIZtO6nXiD97wnw7k2/imHW++/GTVIa9eS+EgJ7sxe5Rrn/7hp6fJXac1VUTqm6GWjvBTYadzIxxk3jDqx9gCo4X5WTM/AAHV+SWHYq+XzRFo7VjmqZbHZ65Ha5pEtCy/pDdglMysQWeX7YU+0wpq8CCvtcDNlTwAFwlUTa0FZbJnhea/2CsznMvK/aKRQrawW4KCf0eo59xJYb3NT8neciPBF5k9D2mjlqxGS1oqdu6rbHiYE50ZL/PH4/aRXg4J4TbRWma50WjfhIPK2f4M9G/p7Sa5ex3Vwsj9KXoziDwfDw2fd5WyhJ+gpeo4S9BIdonfoCI0RRRJ9QV/RRXARfAu+Bz8uQ4NBl/MY9Sz4+QeuGwHH</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x1

x̄ 4

_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x2

Boolean logic might look dry, but with a little creativity, it can be very expressive. For example,
suppose we want to force two variables 𝑥 and 𝑦 to be equal. This can be modeled as
(𝑦 ∧ 𝑥) ∨ ( 𝑦¯ ∧ 𝑥).
¯
Adding the above clauses to Boolean formula is like programming 𝑦 to be the value of 𝑥. As another
example, suppose we wanted to model the conditional statement, “if 𝑥 then 𝑦 else 𝑧”. This is given
by
(𝑥 ∧ 𝑦) ∨ ( 𝑥¯ ∧ 𝑧).
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Through these examples, Boolean algebra starts to resemble a programming language.
Both the algebraic and tree-like representations of boolean formulas emphasize a digital quality
of Boolean formulas. Boolean logic is exactly the kind of thing that computers are good at. One
might naturally try to program an algorithm that can constructively solve Boolean formulas, in the
following sense:
Given a Boolean formula 𝑓 (𝑥1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ), find an assignment 𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ∈ {0, 1} for
which 𝑓 (𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ) = 1, if one exists.
One can also consider the decision version of the problem, as follows.
Given a Boolean formula 𝑓 (𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ), output true (or 1) if there exists an assignment
𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ∈ {0, 1} for which 𝑓 (𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ) = 1, and otherwise output false.
Clearly the first problem is at least as hard as the second since being able to find a solution implies
you can decide if there exists a solution. But the converse also holds; an algorithm that can decide if
a Boolean formula is satisfiable can be used to give an algorithm that also constructs the satisfying
assignment (see Exercise 9). We refer to the above problems as that of Boolean satisfiability.
To put an algorithmic discussion about satisfiability on firm ground, it is worth establishing the
following parameters. Each Boolean formula 𝑓 (𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ) has a well-defined number of variables,
𝑛. We also define the size as the number of symbols (parentheses, variables, or operators) required
to write it out. Up to constant factors, this is the same as the total number of times that a variable
appears in the formula, counted with repetition. (Why?) We generally don’t worry about constants
so these two quantities are essentially equivalent. Note that the size as defined above corresponds to
the input size from an algorithmic point of view.
A very basic aspect of these problems is that, given a potentially satisfying assignment 𝑥 ∈ {0, 1}𝑛 ,
it is very easy for us to verify that the answer is correct. We simply plug in the values and work
through the Boolean algebra to see if the answer comes out as 0 or 1. (Here we would evaluate the
innermost parentheses first, and work our way out. Or, in terms of the tree formulation, we work
from the leaves up to the roots.) This can be done in linear time in the size of the formula. Because
we can efficiently verify a solution, we have at least one algorithm at our disposal: brute force. We
can enumerate all 2𝑛 possible assignments to 𝑥 ∈ {0, 1}𝑛 , and for each 𝑥, check if it satisfies the
formula. This is not an efficient, but a correct algorithm nonetheless.
At a high level, Boolean satisfiability is looking for something that we can recognize (efficiently)
when we see it. Any problem of this format is called a search problem. The over/under game is
also a search problem.
Whereas the over/under game is easy, it is challenging to come up with a (provably) polynomial
time algorithm for Boolean satisfiability – even though both problems are of the same “search”
metatype. Why is one so much harder than the other? Perhaps one reason is that Boolean satisfiability
is so much more expressive. We have already seen various logical statements encoded as Boolean
formulas, and it is clear that they can be combined in myriads of ways to form complex thoughts. If
we had a very good algorithm for solving Boolean formulas, then we can effectively resolve any
question that is logically posed! The consequences – practical, philosophical, and mathematical –
would be profound.
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3.1

CNF

If Boolean formulas are too general to expect a good algorithm, then perhaps we can restrict ourselves
to a special class of Boolean formulas that might be easier. An important class of SAT formulas are
those in conjunctive normal form (CNF). These are the formulas that are a conjunction (i.e, an
“and”) of disjunctions (“or’s”), possibly with negations on the variables inside the disjunctions. For
example, the following formula is in CNF.
𝑓 (𝑥 1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 , 𝑥5 ) = ( 𝑥¯1 ∨ 𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥¯3 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯1 ∨ 𝑥¯2 ∨ 𝑥 3 )∧
(𝑥 1 ∨ 𝑥4 ∨ 𝑥¯5 ) ∧ (𝑥 1 ∨ 𝑥¯4 ∨ 𝑥 5 )∧
(𝑥 2 ∨ 𝑥¯3 ∨ 𝑥 4 ∨ 𝑥¯5 ) ∧ (𝑥 2 ∨ 𝑥¯3 ∨ 𝑥¯4 ∨ 𝑥 5 )∧
( 𝑥¯2 ∨ 𝑥3 ∨ 𝑥 4 ∨ 𝑥¯5 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯2 ∨ 𝑥 3 ∨ 𝑥¯4 ∨ 𝑥 5 ).
One example of a satisfying solution is the bit string 01011 satisfying the above. (Can you find
another?)
The conjunctive normal form appears to clean up Boolean formulas quite a bit. As a tree, a
formula in CNF would be almost flat, with one node representing the overarching conjunction, and a
child for each disjunctive clause. But this is only a superficial observation. What we really want to
know is whether conjunctive normal forms are meaningfully less expressive than Boolean formulas.
Above we showed how to implement assignment and conditional branching with Boolean
formulas. As a test case, let us see if we can derive equivalent formulas in CNF.
1. Assignment in CNF. Suppose we wanted to model the constraint “𝑧 = 𝑥” in CNF. We have
already observe that this is encoded by (𝑧 ∧ 𝑥) ∨ ( 𝑧¯ ∧ 𝑥),
¯ but this is not a CNF. To this end,
(a)

(𝑧 ∧ 𝑥) ∨ ( 𝑧¯ ∧ 𝑥)
¯ = (𝑧 ∨ ( 𝑧¯ ∧ 𝑥))
¯ ∧ (𝑥 ∨ ( 𝑧¯ ∧ 𝑥))
¯
(b)
= (𝑧 ∨ 𝑧¯) ∧ (𝑧 ∧ 𝑥)
¯ ∧ (𝑥 ∨ 𝑧¯) ∧ (𝑥 ∨ 𝑥)
¯
(c)
= (𝑧 ∨ 𝑥)
¯ ∧ (𝑥 ∨ 𝑧¯);
a CNF, as desired. Here (a) and (b) are by the distributive property. (c) drops the tautologies
(𝑥 ∨ 𝑥)
¯ and (𝑧 ∨ 𝑧¯).
2. Conditional branching in CNF. Suppose we want to model the boolean statement “if 𝑥 then
𝑦 else 𝑧”. We have
(d)

(𝑥 ∧ 𝑦) ∨ ( 𝑥¯ ∧ 𝑧) = (𝑥 ∨ 𝑥)
¯ ∧ (𝑦 ∨ 𝑥)
¯ ∧ (𝑥 ∨ 𝑧) ∧ (𝑦 ∨ 𝑧)
(e)
= (𝑦 ∨ 𝑥)
¯ ∧ (𝑥 ∨ 𝑧) ∧ (𝑦 ∨ 𝑧);
a CNF, as desired. Here (d) is by the distributive property and (e) drops the tautology (𝑥 ∨ 𝑥).
¯
For at least the above two cases, CNF is just as expressive as general Boolean formulas. But these
are just examples and do not constitute a complete proof. A much stronger theorem that truly
establishes their (algorithmic) equivalence is as follows.
Theorem 1. Given any Boolean formula 𝑓 (𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ) of 𝑛 variables and size 𝑚, in polynomial time,
one can construct a Boolean formula 𝑔(𝑥1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 , 𝑥 𝑛+1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑝 ) with 𝑝 = 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) variables and
size 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) such that 𝑓 is satisfiable iff 𝑔 is satisfiable. Therefore, a polynomial time algorithm
deciding if a Boolean formula in CNF is satisfiable implies a polynomial time algorithm for deciding
if a (general) Boolean formula is satisfiable.
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The best way to see this is to prove it yourself. See Exercise 5. (Yes, I believe you can do it.)
For (a wild and crazy) example, in the following formula, we convert the Boolean formula
𝑓 (𝑥 1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 ) for bitwise addition into a CNF formula 𝑔 with 15 variables.
𝑔(𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 15 ) =
( 𝑥¯ 14 ∨ 𝑥 1 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯ 14 ∨ 𝑥2 ) ∧ (𝑥 14 ∨ 𝑥¯ 1 ∨ 𝑥¯ 2 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯ 15 ∨ 𝑥 3 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯ 15 ∨ 𝑥¯ 4 ) ∧ (𝑥 15 ∨ 𝑥¯ 3 ∨ 𝑥 4 ) ∧
( 𝑥¯ 6 ∨ 𝑥 1 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯ 6 ∨ 𝑥 2 ) ∧ (𝑥6 ∨ 𝑥¯ 1 ∨ 𝑥¯ 2 ) ∧ (𝑥 7 ∨ 𝑥¯ 1 ) ∧ (𝑥 7 ∨ 𝑥¯ 2 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯ 7 ∨ 𝑥 1 ∨ 𝑥2 ) ∧
( 𝑥¯ 8 ∨ 𝑥 4 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯ 8 ∨ 𝑥 7 ) ∧ (𝑥8 ∨ 𝑥¯ 4 ∨ 𝑥¯ 7 ) ∧ (𝑥 9 ∨ 𝑥¯ 1 ) ∧ (𝑥 9 ∨ 𝑥¯ 2 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯ 9 ∨ 𝑥 1 ∨ 𝑥2 ) ∧
( 𝑥¯ 10 ∨ 𝑥¯ 9 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯ 10 ∨ 𝑥¯ 4 ) ∧ (𝑥 10 ∨ 𝑥 9 ∨ 𝑥 4 ) ∧ (𝑥 11 ∨ 𝑥¯ 8 ) ∧ (𝑥11 ∨ 𝑥¯ 10 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯ 11 ∨ 𝑥 8 ∨ 𝑥 10 ) ∧
( 𝑥¯ 12 ∨ 𝑥¯ 6 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯ 12 ∨ 𝑥11 ) ∧ (𝑥 12 ∨ 𝑥 6 ∨ 𝑥¯ 11 ) ∧ (𝑥13 ∨ 𝑥¯ 5 ) ∧ (𝑥13 ∨ 𝑥¯ 12 ) ∧ ( 𝑥¯ 13 ∨ 𝑥5 ∨ 𝑥 12 ).
The formula 𝑔 above has the following more precise guarantee. For 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 ∈ {0, 1}, we have
𝑓 (𝑥 1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 ) = 1 iff there exists 𝑥 5 , . . . , 𝑥 15 ∈ {0, 1} such that 𝑔(𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 15 ) = 1.
An even more special case of CNF is where every clause has exactly three variables. Satisfiability
problems of this precise form are called 3SAT. One might hope for a better algorithm for 3SAT, but
again we are thwarted by a polynomial time reduction.
Theorem 2. Given any Boolean formula 𝑓 (𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ) of 𝑛 variables and size 𝑚, in polynomial
time, one can construct a Boolean formula 𝑔(𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 , 𝑥 𝑛+1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑝 ) with 𝑝 = 𝑂 (𝑚) variables
and size 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) such that 𝑓 is satisfiable iff 𝑔 is satisfiable. In particular, a polynomial time
algorithm deciding 3SAT implies a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
The proof is left as Exercise 6.

3.2

Searching for answers

We have danced around but failed to resolve the following question.
Is there a polynomial time algorithm for deciding if a boolean formula is satisfiable?
This is a huge open question, the most important question in theoretical computer science and
arguably in all of mathematics.
The general feeling is no, insofar as such an algorithm would be too good to be true. If the
answer was yes, then we would have an efficient algorithm for anything that can be expressed in
boolean logic. But we have already seen that boolean logic is very expressive – maybe too expressive
to expect a computer to efficiently process.4
As daunting as the question posed above might seem, we have asked and resolved big questions
before. Consider the following question posed by David Hilbert and Wilhelm Ackermann in 1928,
called the Entscheidungsproblem. Paraphrasing, and omitting mathematical details, the question is
roughly:
Can a computer compute (i.e., decide) any logical problem?
For example, a computer can compute whether a boolean formula is satisfiable, by brute-forcing
through all the possible solutions. (This is inefficient, but the point is that it works.) Is there
anything a computer cannot compute, by brute-force or by other means? Remarkably this question
4This description somewhat simplifies the debate; there are other, more nuanced opinions.
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has been answered. The answer is yes, there are indeed incomputable problems, and it was proven
independently by Church [1] and Turing [3]. We stress that the Entscheidungsproblem was posed
before computers existed, purely in terms of mathematical logic. A major contribution in Turing’s
approach was to define a simplified model of a computer (sometimes called a Turing machine), and
then restate the Entscheidungsproblem in terms of this model. Turing’s initial model for a computer
(inspired by a typewriter) had a huge influence on modern computer design [2] and continues to
serve as a useful model of computation.

4

Exercises

Exercise 1. Let 𝐴[1..𝑛] ∈ ℝ𝑛 be an array of 𝑛 numbers. An inversion is a pair of numbers out of
increasing order; more precisely, pair of indices 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ [𝑛] such that 𝑖 < 𝑗 and 𝐴[𝑖] > 𝐴[ 𝑗]. Design
and analyze an algorithm (as fast as possible) for counting the number of inversions in 𝐴.
Exercise 2. Let 𝐴[1..𝑛] ∈ ℝ𝑛 be an array of 𝑛 numbers. Let 𝑘 ∈ ℕ be an input parameter where
𝑘 ≤ 𝑛. (We are particularly interested in the case where 𝑘 is much smaller than 𝑛). Design and
analyze an algorithm (as fast as possible) that returns the first 𝑘 smallest numbers in 𝐴 in sorted
order.
Exercise 3. Consider coordinates in the plane; i.e., pairs (𝑎, 𝑏) where 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ ℝ. Recall that two
coordinate pairs (𝑎, 𝑏) and (𝑐, 𝑑) are comparable if either (a) 𝑎 ≤ 𝑐 and 𝑏 ≤ 𝑑, or (b) 𝑐 ≤ 𝑎 and
𝑑 ≤ 𝑐.
Given a set of 𝑛 coordinate pairs (𝑎 1 , 𝑏 1 ), . . . , (𝑎 𝑛 , 𝑏 𝑛 ), consider the problem of computing the
number of pairs of coordinate pairs that are comparable. Design and analyze an algorithm (as fast
as possible) for counting the number of comparable pairs.
Exercise 4. Show that any Boolean formula with 𝑛 variables and total size 𝑚 can be converted to a
Boolean formula with 𝑛 variables and total size 𝑂 (𝑚) such that every clause contains at most two
sub-clauses or variables. That is, in the tree representation of the formula, each ∧ and ∨ would have
two children. For example, the formula for XOR, 𝑓 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) = ( 𝑥¯ 1 ∧ 𝑥 2 ) ∨ (𝑥 1 ∧ 𝑥¯ 2 ), is in this form.
Exercise 5. Show that any boolean formula with 𝑛 variables and total size 𝑚 can be converted to a
boolean formula in CNF with 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) variables, 𝑂 (𝑚) clauses, and total size 𝑂 (𝑚).56
Exercise 6. Show that any CNF with 𝑛 variables and total size 𝑚 can be converted into a 3-SAT
problem with 𝑂 (𝑚) clauses and 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛) variables.
Exercise 7. Let 𝑘 ≥ 3. Recall that the 𝑘-SAT problem is the special case of SAT where 𝑓 (𝑥1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 )
is a CNF with exactly 𝑘-variables per clause.
1. Show that a polynomial time algorithm for 𝑘-SAT implies a polynomial time algorithm for
(𝑘 + 1)-SAT.
2. Show that a polynomial time algorithm for (𝑘 + 1)-SAT implies a polynomial time algorithm
for 𝑘-sat.
5It might simplify things to first apply the preceding exercise.
6As a second (appropriately vague) hint, how do you express “𝑎 = 𝑏 ∨ 𝑐” and “𝑎 = 𝑏 ∧ 𝑐” in CNF?
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Exercise 8. Recall that a palindrome is a string spelled the same forward or backwards, such as
“racecar”. Likewise we say that a bit string 𝑥 ∈ {0, 1}𝑛 if 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥 𝑛+1−𝑖 for all indices 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛.
Describe a SAT formula in CNF of size 𝑂 (𝑛) for a Boolean formula 𝑓 : {0, 1}𝑛 → {0, 1} that
accepts palindromes (i.e., 𝑓 (𝑥) = 1 iff 𝑥 is a palindrome).
Exercise 9. Suppose one had access to a polynomial time algorithm that solves the decision version
of Boolean satisfiability (outputting true or false depending on whether there exists a satisfying
assignment.). Show how to use this algorithm to obtain a polynomial time algorithm for the
constructive version of Boolean satisfiability, outputting a satisfying assignment if one exists.
Exercise 10. In the Max 2-SAT problem, one is given a CNF 𝑓 (𝑥1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ) with exactly two
variables per clause (i.e., a 2-CNF). The goal is to find an assignment that satisfies as many clauses
as possible. (Note that we are not interested in knowing if 𝑓 is exactly satisfiable.) In the decision
version of the problem, we are given a 2-CNF formula 𝑓 and an integer 𝑘 ∈ ℕ, and the goal is to
decide if there exists an assignment that satisfies at least 𝑘 clauses in 𝑓 .
Either (a) show that a polynomial time algorithm for Max 2-SAT implies a polynomial time
algorithm for boolean satisfiability (in general), or (b) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm that, given a 2-CNF formula 𝑓 , computes an assignment that maximizes the number of
satisfied clauses.
Exercise 11. In the 1-in-3-SAT problem, one is given a 3-CNF 𝑓 (𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ). The goal is to find a
satisfying assignment such that every disjunctive clause (with three variables) is satisfied by exactly
one of the variances.
Either (a) show that a polynomial time algorithm for 1-in-3-SAT implies a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT, or (b) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm for 1-in-3-SAT.
Exercise 12. A Boolean formula is in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if it is is disjunction of
conjunctions. For example, for formula
𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = (𝑥 ∧ 𝑦) ∨ ( 𝑥¯ ∧ 𝑧),
which models “if 𝑥 then 𝑦 else 𝑧”, is in disjunctive normal form. Note that by DeMorgan’s law,
(𝑎 ∨ 𝑏) ∧ (𝑐 ∨ 𝑑) = (𝑎 ∧ 𝑐) ∨ (𝑎 ∧ 𝑑) ∨ (𝑏 ∧ 𝑐) ∨ (𝑏 ∧ 𝑑),
so any CNF formula can be converted to a DNF formula.
Either (a) show that a polynomial time algorithm for DNF satisfiability implies a polynomial
time algorithm for boolean satisfiability (in general), or (b) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm for deciding if a DNF formula is satisfiable.
Exercise 13. Let 𝑓 : {0, 1}𝑛 → {0, 1} be a Boolean function on 𝑛 variables. Prove that there is a
CNF 𝜑(𝑥 1 , . . . , 𝑥 𝑛 ) of finite size such that 𝑓 = 𝜑.
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